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C O N S P E C T U S

Historically, people have prized gold for its beauty and the
durability that resulted from its chemical inertness. How-

ever, even the ancient Romans had noted that finely dispersed
gold can give rise to particular optical phenomena. A decade ago,
researchers found that highly dispersed gold supported on oxides
exhibits high chemical activity in a number of reactions. These
chemical and optical properties have recently prompted consid-
erable interest in applications of nanodispersed gold.

Despite their broad use, a microscopic understanding of these
gold-metal oxide systems lags behind their application. Numer-
ous studies are currently underway to understand why supported
nanometer-sized gold particles show catalytic activity and to
explore possible applications of their optical properties in pho-
tonics and biology.

This Account focuses on a microscopic understanding of the gold-substrate interaction and its impact on the proper-
ties of the adsorbed gold. Our strategy uses model systems in which gold atoms and clusters are supported on well-
ordered thin oxide films grown on metal single crystals. As a result, we can investigate the systems with the rigor of modern
surface science techniques while incorporating some of the complexity found in technological applications.

We use a variety of different experimental methods, namely, scanning probe techniques (scanning tunneling micros-
copy and spectroscopy, STM and STS), as well as infrared (IR), temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, to evaluate these interactions and combine these results with theoretical cal-
culations. We examined the properties of supported gold with increasing complexity starting from single gold atoms to one-
and two-dimensional clusters and three-dimensional particles. These investigations show that the binding of gold on oxide
surfaces depends on the properties of the oxide, which leads to different electronic properties of the Au deposits. Changes
in the electronic structure, namely, the charge state of Au atoms and clusters, can be induced by surface defects such as
color centers.

Interestingly, the film thickness can also serve as a parameter to alter the properties of Au. Thin MgO films (two to three
monolayer thickness) stabilize negatively charged Au atoms and two-dimensional Au particles. In three dimensions, the prop-
erties of Au particles bigger than 2-3 nm in diameter are largely independent of the support. Smaller three-dimensional
particles, however, showed differences based on the supporting oxide. Presumably, the oxide support stabilizes particular
atomic configurations, charge states, or electronic properties of the ultrasmall Au aggregates, which are in turn responsi-
ble for this distinct chemical behavior.

Introduction
Gold is known for durability and beauty. The rea-

son is, of course, its inertness in chemical reac-

tions. Nevertheless, it has been recognized since

Roman times that finely dispersed gold gives rise

to optical phenomena (red “gold” glass).1 About a

decade ago, it was found that highly dispersed

gold supported on oxides exhibits high chemical
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activity in an increasing number of chemical reactions.2,3 The

properties of nanodispersed gold have stimulated a huge

number of studies in catalysis, photonics, and biology. Despite

the enormous interest and enhanced activities worldwide, the

details of the electronic properties of the small gold particles

as they interact with the supports have not been revealed at

the atomic scale. This renders careful model studies a neces-

sity. In particular, the studies of metal particles supported on

planar oxide substrates under well-controlled conditions were

envisioned to provide fundamental insights into the relation-

ships between the atomic structure and the physical and

chemical properties of supported gold clusters (see, for

instance refs 4–6). In this Account, we will go beyond previ-

ous Accounts by adding aspects of the structure-property

relationships of atoms and particles as well as the influence of

the support. This Account focuses on recent studies in our

group and neglects various aspects such as Au on bulk oxides.

For those aspects, the interested reader is referred to the

literature.4,7

It is well-known that gold exhibits a relatively high elec-

tronegativity and high ionization potential, which renders gold

a poor electron donor. As a result, gold interacts weakly with

many oxides. Thus, the substrate temperature during physi-

cal vapor deposition (PVD) of gold may alter the nucleation

and growth processes since the Au adatoms may escape from

defect sites at higher temperatures, migrate on the surface,

and hence agglomerate. Also, the size and the shape of the

gold aggregates depend on the temperature and can be meta-

stable once formed at low temperatures. Not surprisingly, oxy-

gen vacancies were found to play an important role in the

adsorption of gold on oxide surfaces.8 The nature of the oxy-

gen vacancies depends on the charge state of the vacancy

and the associated redistribution of charge in its surround-

ings which correlates to a first approximation with the ionic-

ity of the oxide under consideration. Finally, in the case of the

ultrathin oxide films, the metal substrate lying underneath the

film may affect the properties of single Au adatoms and par-

ticles, thus leading to an adsorption behavior that depends on

the oxide thickness.

In the following, we will discuss a number of examples for

Au/oxide systems, which include single atoms, small clusters,

two-dimensional islands, and three-dimensional nanoparticles

on thin, well-ordered oxide films (as schematically shown in

Figure 1) in order to demonstrate the complexity of the gold/

oxide interaction. Thermal stability and effects of ambient

gases on the structure of gold surface species have been also

examined. We believe that the results provide us with a

deeper understanding of the structure-property relationships

of nanodispersed gold.

Single Supported Gold Atoms
Individual Au atoms interact rather weakly with stoichiomet-

ric oxide surfaces and as compared with Au-Au bonds. Thus,

experiments aiming at an investigation of Au atoms require

low temperature, as well as low coverage, to suppress the for-

mation of Au aggregates. Within this Account, the properties

of single Au atoms on different thin oxide films, namely,

MgO(100)/Mo(001) or Ag(001), FeO(111)/Pt(111), SiO2/

Mo(112), and Al10O13/NiAl(110), will be discussed. The oxides

range from highly ionic to more covalent ones, and it is

instructive to compare these surfaces with respect to the

changes in Au binding.

MgO, with its simple rock salt structure may be considered

the prototype of an ionic oxide. There are well-established rec-

ipes to prepare single-crystalline MgO(001) on Mo(001)9–11

and Ag(001),12,13 which have been adopted here. Au atoms

were prepared on a stoichiometric, ∼20 monolayer (ML) thick

MgO(001) film grown on Mo(001) by PVD of an equivalent of

0.01 ML Au at 35 K. The presence of single gold atoms on the

surface was proven by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectroscopy. The EPR spectrum is characterized by a quartet

of lines caused by the hyperfine interaction of the electron

spin (S ) 1/2) with the nuclear spin (I(197Au) ) 3/2; 100% nat-

ural abundance) of the neutral gold atoms (Figure 2a). A

detailed analysis of angular-dependent EPR spectra allows a

determination of the magnetic interaction parameters (g and

hyperfine matrix) and proves the Au atoms to be located on

terrace sites of the MgO(001) surface. This is in perfect agree-

ment with low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) results (Figure 2b).14 By analysis of the additional hyper-

fine interaction with O of an 17O enriched MgO films, the Au

atoms were shown to adsorb on top of oxygen ions (Figure

2a) in agreement with theoretical predictions.15–17 Important

information on the electronic structure is encoded in the

hyperfine tensor components. Compared with that of Au

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the model systems used to
study the size and shape, electronic structure, metal-support
interactions, and adsorption properties of highly dispersed gold
supported on oxide surfaces.
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atoms in the gas phase, the isotropic part of the hyperfine

interaction, associated with the spin density at the nucleus, is

reduced by about 50%, pointing to a significant redistribu-

tion of electron density upon binding to the surface. There are

different scenarios conceivable to rationalize this finding

including a charge transfer onto the Au atom. DFT calcula-

tions showed, however, that this effect is due to a polariza-

tion of the singly occupied 6s orbital of neutral Au atoms

away from the MgO surface.14

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is often used to obtain informa-

tion on the properties of metals employing simple probe mol-

ecules such as CO. This strategy was extensively applied to

characterize supported gold catalysts (ref 7 and references

therein). When this strategy was applied to the previously dis-

cussed system, the infrared spectra taken after saturating Au

with CO result in two IR bands centered at 2120 and 1852

cm-1 (Figure 2c).18 The former signal can be assigned to CO

adsorbed on small neutral Au clusters, whereas the latter one,

red-shifted by 291 and 180 cm-1 compared with gas-phase

CO and Au-CO complex,19 respectively, is associated with

single Au atoms. The large red shift, indicating a significant

charge transfer into the π*-orbital of the CO, is usually inter-

preted as an indication for negatively charged Au atoms,

which was proven (see above) not to be the case. A detailed

theoretical analysis of this system reveals that the large red

shift is caused by the largely polarized valence electron of the

adsorbed Au atoms, which creates a Auδ+COδ- complex on

the surface. This shows that particularly for atoms or very

small clusters, probe molecules such as CO may fail to prop-

erly report on the properties of the underlying metal.18

The strongly polarized adsorption of Au atoms on top of

oxygen anions of a MgO surface can be understood in a

straightforward manner keeping in mind the large polarizabil-

ity and the high electronegativity of Au atoms. The question

arises whether these effects can be used to either manipu-

late the adsorption or, alternatively, probe properties of an

oxide surface. To this end polar oxide surfaces, characterized

by a divergence of the Madelung potential in case of thicker

films, are particularly well suited. The Madelung instability

occurs if charged planes of ions alternate perpendicular to the

surface. One of the main questions is the mechanism by which

the film reduces its electrostatic potential. As an example, an

FeO(111) film grown on Pt(111) will be discussed here.20–22

This film, which consists of one Fe layer in contact with the Pt

substrate and a terminating oxygen layer, forms a Moire pat-

tern with a periodicity of ∼25 Å due to the lattice mismatch

between FeO(111) and Pt(111). Deposition of Au atoms onto

this surface at low temperature (5 K) results in the formation

of a well-ordered superstructure of Au atoms, which maps the

Moire pattern of the underlying surface.23 The registry anal-

ysis of the single Au atoms within the Moire unit cell (see

rhomb in Figure 3a) revealed that Au adsorbs preferentially on

the so-called hcp domain, which exhibits the largest dipole

moment. The latter is determined by the distance between the

Feδ+ and Oδ- layers, which is in turn governed by the regis-

try with the underlying Pt substrate.24 The adsorption of gold

atoms on the sites with the largest dipole moment results in

the largest polarization of the adatoms in the dipole field of

the oxide and therefore strengthens the gold-oxide bond.

FIGURE 2. (a) Experimental and simulated EPR spectra of 0.01 ML Au atoms adsorbed on a 20 ML thick MgO(001) film on Mo(001). EPR
spectrum of Au atoms on an 17O enriched MgO film is shown in green. (b) STM image (30 × 25 nm2) of Au atoms (0.035 ML) deposited at 8
K on ∼8 ML thick MgO(001)/Ag(001) film. (c) IR spectrum of CO adsorbed on Au atoms and clusters on a MgO(001) film.

FIGURE 3. STM images of Au single atoms deposited on FeO(111)/
Pt(111) (a) and Al10O13/NiAl(110) (b) films at 5-10 K23,29 (image
sizes (a) 15 × 15 nm2 (b) and 30 × 30 nm2). The Moiré unit cell
with a ∼25 Å lattice constant is indicated in panel a.
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The Au adatoms appear in the STM images as large pro-

trusions (Figure 2a).23 This rather large size has an electronic

origin and is basically due to the extension of the Au 6s elec-

tron wave function above the surface plane. Additional inter-

esting information on the electronic properties of the Au

atoms can be gathered using tunneling spectroscopy (TS). The

spectra revealed a Au related state ∼0.5 eV above the Fermi

level.23 This unoccupied state is attributed to the Au 6s orbital,

which suggests positive charging of the adatom in agreement

with theoretical predictions. Such an unusual charge state of

Au adatoms is owed to the high Pt(111) workfunction that is

further increased by the polar FeO(111) film and inhibits

charge transfer into the Au adatoms.25

The situation is considerably different for Au atoms on a

thin alumina film grown on NiAl(110).26 The film consists of

two O-Al layers (Os-Als-Oi-Ali-NiAl...) with a rather com-

plex structure and exhibits an overall Al10O13 stoichi-

ometry.26,27 Single Au atoms were deposited and imaged by

STM at low temperature (10 K) (see Figure 3b).28,29 In con-

trast to the FeO case, the tunneling spectra of the Au atoms

lack an unoccupied state of Au 6s character. Also the appear-

ance of Au adatoms as faint protrusions in STM images, taken

at positive bias, indicates the absence of unoccupied states

below the alumina conduction band and therefore suggests a

completely filled Au 6s orbital located below the Fermi level.

The presence of a negative excess charge in the Au is fur-

ther corroborated by DFT calculations that also provide a

detailed picture for the binding characteristics.29 The Au atoms

adsorb on top of Als sites, which are located above Al in the

topmost layer of the NiAl(110) substrate. The charge transfer

results from a Au-induced rupture of an Als-Oi bond in the

alumina film. The Au 6s hybridizes with the 3s orbital of the

Als and abstracts an electron to form a negatively charged Au

atom. The coordinatively unsaturated interface oxygen

restores its preferred valence by a new bond to the Al atom

of the NiAl substrate. Chemically speaking the Au atoms oxi-

dize the NiAl surface.

For more covalent oxides, the interaction with Au due to

polarization will decrease, and Au is expected to bind only

weakly as long as the oxide surface is chemically inert (see

alumina/NiAl(110)). However, as seen from the Au/FeO(111)

surface discussed above, additional effects may complicate

such a simple picture. A system that follows this expectation

almost perfectly is a thin single-crystalline silica film grown on

Mo(112).30 The film consists of a monolayer network of cor-

ner-sharing [SiO4] tetrahedra with one oxygen atom bonded

to the Mo substrate.31 The interaction of Au with this silica sur-

face is found to be very weak. Even at 10 K, Au atoms dif-

fuse to the antiphase domain boundaries present in the film,

where stronger binding becomes feasible. It is worth noting

that this behavior is different for other metal atoms, which

may penetrate the honeycomb-like film as theoretically pre-

dicted for Pd and recently verified by STM.32–34

One can take these results a step further and ask the ques-

tion whether it is possible to manipulate this interaction by

changing the properties of the oxide. This is indeed possible

and was demonstrated using MgO(001) films as prototype

examples. One way to alter the properties of adsorbed spe-

cies is to create new, preferably reactive centers on the sur-

face. A class of centers that is particularly interesting with

respect to oxides is oxygen vacancies also known as color

centers. A combination of STM/STS and EPR spectroscopy was

employed to prove the presence of intentionally created oxy-

gen vacancies located on edges and corners of the MgO

islands.13,35 It is possible to show that Au atoms become neg-

atively charged on thick MgO films upon binding to oxygen

vacancies, as verified by a combination of IR spectroscopy and

theoretical calculations.36 Another strategy to alter the prop-

erties of Au atoms deposited on thin MgO films is to reduce

the thickness of the MgO films. In contrast to the “thick” MgO

films, DFT calculations predicted a charge transfer from the

metal substrate onto gold atoms when the gold atoms are

deposited onto the thin, 2-3 ML films.37 The deposition of

MgO onto the metal substrate reduces the work function of

the system. In turn, the unoccupied part of the Au 6s level is

shifted below the Fermi energy. Low-temperature STM exper-

iments of Au atoms on 3 ML thin MgO(001) films provided

convincing evidence for this charging effect. First, an ordered

arrangement of atoms is observed reflecting the repulsive

interaction as expected for charged species. Second, the pre-

ferred adsorption site being the oxygen on top sites for bulk-

like MgO changes in favor of the Mg sites.38,39 This is in close

correspondence to the behavior on the thin alumina film dis-

cussed above, where Au adsorbs on top of Al cations. It is

worth noting that this effect is a peculiarity of Au while other

metals with lower electron affinities such as Pd behave as

expected for bulk oxides, that is, do not exhibit any charge

transfer.

One- and Two-Dimensional Structures
From a thermodynamic point of view Au tends to form three-

dimensional (3D) particles on oxide surfaces owing to the

lower surface energies of oxides compared with metals. How-

ever, under kinetically limited growth conditions, structures

with lower dimensionality can be prepared as well. Their sta-

bility strongly depends on the system under study and might
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require low temperatures as seen in the previous section.

However, certain substrates have a sufficiently enhanced inter-

action to stabilize low-dimensional structures even at higher

temperatures. The reduced dimensionality is often associated

with peculiar properties, and the following section will dis-

cuss some examples focusing on the properties of such

aggregates.

When Au atoms are deposited on oxide films even at low

temperatures, it is expected that gold clustering may also

occur. It is, however, surprising to see the formation of linear

Au aggregates of up to seven atoms upon deposition at 10 K

on alumina films (see also Figure 4).28,29 The Au chains are

exclusively aligned with the [001] direction of NiAl(110),

despite the 3-fold symmetry of the oxide layer. This finding

indicates that the metal substrate is involved in the interac-

tion of the Au atoms with the thin alumina film. The Au chains

exhibit an interatomic distance of about 2.5 Å, which is only

slightly larger than the Au-Au bond in Au2 cluster in the gas

phase (2.47 Å).40 As discussed previously, strong Au binding

takes place to those Als sites, which are located directly above

an Al atom in NiAl(110). The incommensurate structure of alu-

mina on NiAl(110) renders such configuration rather unlikely

on the surface. However, the Als ions next to a favorable site

often provide a similar Au binding potential, because they are

located above one and the same [001] oriented Al row in

NiAl(110) and thus enable the same interaction mechanism.

Consequently, close-packed Au chains of 10-22 Å in length

are formed on the alumina film surface above Al rows of the

support, which are limited in length only by the slight mis-

alignment between the Als orientation and the NiAl[100] direc-

tion. For Au chains of known size, their charge state can be

inferred from the electron filling of quantum well states devel-

oping in the 1D potential well, as determined by STS and cor-

roborated by DFT calculations. The analysis reveals that the

Au2-Au4 chains carry two while the longer chains (Au5-Au7)

carry three negative charges.29

These linear Au chains are stable only at relatively low tem-

peratures (<77 K). Also, for Au on thin (2-3 ML) MgO films,

DFT calculations predicted a stabilization of negatively charged

2D particles as opposed to neutral 3D ones on bulk-like

MgO.41 This stabilization is driven by a combination of

polaronic distortions of the MgO film and image charge effects

as discussed in the previous section for Au atoms. This pre-

diction was verified in a recent STM study where heating of

Au deposited at 5 K onto 3 ML MgO(001)/Ag(001) to 300 K

results in 2D Au islands (Figure 5a), while the same experi-

ment on a thick (8 ML) MgO film favors the formation of 3D

nanoparticles (Figure 5b).38

A similar behavior is found for Au deposited on the

FeO(111)/Pt(111) at higher temperatures. Deposition of below

0.1 ML Au at 120 K and subsequent annealing to 300 K

results in 2D particles, which are stable even after annealing

to 500 K.42 It seems plausible that the interaction of Au with

the surface dipole stabilizes the Au/FeO interface and thus the

2D structures. Interestingly, adsorption of CO onto these 2D

gold islands gives rise to IR spectra, as well as desorption tem-

peratures in temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) spec-

tra, that are comparable to those found for large Au

particles.42,43 This suggests that quantum size effects may not

govern reactivity of Au in the CO oxidation reaction as previ-

ously inferred for Au on TiO2(110) by tunneling spectro-

scopy.44

Gold Nanoparticles: Support Effects
Gold deposition at or heating to 300 K results in the forma-

tion of 3D particles on all supports discussed here. The prop-

erties of nanoparticles exhibiting a particle size >2 nm as

probed by STM, IR, and TPD of CO are basically independent

of the substrate: gold forms well-faceted particles with stretch-

FIGURE 4. Tunneling spectra of an Au7 chain on
alumina/NiAl(110).29 The states at -1.8, -1.3, and +2.7 V belong
to a set of s-dz2-like quantum well states, whereas the states at
+1.8 and 3.5 V belong to a set of p-like states. The inset shows dI/
dV images of two highest occupied states as well as a topographic
image of the Au7 chain.

FIGURE 5. Room-temperature STM images (30 × 30 nm2, T ) 5 K)
of Au deposited at 5 K and subsequently annealed to 300 K on a
(a) 3 ML MgO(001) and (b) 8 ML MgO(001) films.
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ing frequency of CO (ν̃CO) around 2110 cm-1 and two CO

desorption peaks at temperatures (Tdes) in the range of

130-180 K. A variation of ν̃CO and Tdes is usually observed

only when smaller particles are formed that bind CO more

strongly. A typical example is Au deposited at 300 K on the

alumina film. The Au clusters are 3D independent of cover-

age. Larger particles form well-faceted islands with a (111) ori-

ented top facet (Figure 6a). If the clusters size is smaller than

about 2 nm, CO molecules get more strongly bound and the

desorption extends up to ∼250 K.45

Besides this universal behavior of larger particles and stron-

ger CO binding on smaller clusters, there are, however, con-

siderable differences in Au nucleation and hence cluster

distribution observed for Au clusters that are related to either

the chemical nature of the support or the presence of point

defects (inherently present or artificially created).

Well-faceted Au particles on the alumina/NiAl(110) surface

are statistically distributed with no preference for the network

of dislocation lines, which are preferential nucleation sites for

electropositive metals such as Pd.46 In contrast, Au crystal-

lites prepared at 300 K on CeO2(111) films grown on

Ru(0001)47 are preferentially nucleated at step edges as long

as the number of point defects is small (Figure 6b). Compared

with those on the alumina surface, the particles are more resis-

tant toward sintering and do not alter after annealing to 500

K. Nucleation on terrace sites takes place only after satura-

tion of the step sites with particles of a certain size, which sug-

gests a self-limiting growth mechanism in this case. The

nucleation behavior can be modified by reduction of the sur-

face upon high-temperature annealing, which results in point

defects on the CeO2(111) terraces. The point defects serve as

nucleation sites for Au; hence, cluster formation is observed

on the terrace even for small coverage. Surface vacancies are

presumably also responsible for the broad size distribution of

3D Au particles grown on Fe3O4(111)/Pt(111)48 after deposi-

tion at 300 K.45 Heating of the system induces Ostwald rip-

ening, and well-faceted, (111)-oriented particles are found

(Figure 6c). For small Au particles deposited on Fe3O4(111) at

90 K, an additional CO band at 2165 is observed (Figure 7a).

The position of the signal suggests the formation of cationic

Au+δ species on these supports. It is tempting to correlate their

occurrence with the presence of point defects on the surfaces.

However, one has to keep in mind that point defects on highly

ionic oxides, such as MgO, produce negatively charged Au

particles exhibiting a red shift of the CO stretching band by

40-100 cm-1 depending on particle size (Figure 7b).36

Apart from a microscopic characterization of the interac-

tion between gold and oxide surfaces discussed in detail

above, the group has also worked on more application-ori-

ented facets of these systems. For example, optical proper-

ties of Au particles were investigated on the single-particle

level focusing on the impact of the substrate on these prop-

erties as well as the ability to tune them. Another aspect that

is particularly important with respect to catalytic applications

relates to environmental effects, that is, the influence of cat-

alytically relevant gas atmospheres on the stability and mobil-

ity of gold species on oxide surfaces. These topics are beyond

the scope of this Account, and the reader is referred to the cor-

responding literature.49–53

FIGURE 6. STM images of (a) Au/Al10O13/NiAl(110) (50 × 50 nm2), (b) Au/CeO2(111) (120 × 120 nm2),, and (c) Au/Fe3O4(111) (40 × 40
nm2) surfaces prepared at 300 K. Insets showed magnified parts of the images.

FIGURE 7. IR spectra of CO adsorbed on (a) Au particles increasing
size on Fe3O4. b) Au on MgO(001) films. The upper trace shows Au
clusters on stoichiometric MgO films; lower traces show Au clusters
deposited on color centers.
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Concluding Remarks
Numerous experimental and theoretical studies aimed at a

better understanding of the unique properties of gold in the

nanometer size regime are currently being performed. Our

studies demonstrate that small Au aggregates ranging from

single atoms to nanoparticles exhibit electronic, optical (not

covered herein), and chemical characteristics different from

those of bulk gold. It was shown that these characteristics can

be tuned using the thickness of the oxide film as control

parameter. The size-dependent changes in the electronic struc-

ture of gold may give rise to its unique catalytic properties. It

seems plausible that the role of the oxide support is to stabi-

lize particular atomic configurations, charge states, or elec-

tronic properties of the ultrasmall Au aggregates, which are in

turn responsible for a distinct chemical behavior.
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